
Why are you for the 
Young County Beer-
Wine Proposition?

Which one is it?
First the City says the election 
won’t count – then the Secretary 
of State information says – oh 
yes it will.  Now the opposition 
claims the City can’t ban beer 
barns.  Really, how come so 
many other cities have beer 
barn ordinances and we can’t?  
Sounds to me like the opposition will say anything 
to scare people and the city staff can’t seem to 
read state law. I’m voting “FOR.”

–Brent Keathley, Graham resident

It’s about freedom
Americans have always led the 
world in the concept of freedom. 
Freedom, not religion, is the 
foundation our nation was built 
on. It is the cornerstone of our 
legal system. While we may not 
always agree with what others 
do, it is a “free country,” as they 
say. Freedom comes with inherent risk that some 
will misuse their freedom. If the actions of the few 
dictate regulations on the many, freedom is lost. 
We cannot regulate guns for 360 million Americans 
based on a few crazed shooters. We can’t regulate 
churches based on the actions of churches like 
Westboro, and we can’t regulate the choices of 
responsible drinkers based on the few who choose 
to drink irresponsibly.

–Eric Clifton, Young County resident

Beer & Wine only 
this time
This vote will only allow beer 
and wine to be sold in our 
stores – not hard liquor. I’m ok 
with that. I’m voting “FOR” the 
Beer/Wine Prop.

–Lori Parker

Who would be 
better? 
The idea that we should forgo the 
sales tax revenue beer and wine 
sales would generate, because 
some people claim crime will go 
up – when it hasn’t in other cities 
– or by not selling in Graham we 
can protect our kids, just doesn’t make sense. They 
act like kids at Graham High School have never 
had access to beer before. Who are they kidding?  
And who would be better to catch our kids trying to 
buy beer: the local clerk or cashier who is also from 
Graham and knows our kids and families; or some 
stranger in New Castle or Bryson?

–Amanda Boyle

A group of citizens announced 
the formation of the “Graham Wet 
– It’s Time” Committee, a special 
purpose political action committee, 
to ask voters to support limited al-
cohol sales in Young County Justice 
of the Peace Precinct #1, which 
includes all of the City of Graham, 
Texas. The group collected over 
1,200 signatures of local residents 
who asked JP 1 voters to put the 
issue on the ballot for November 
2014. 

BEING DRY—COSTING GRAHAM 
NEARLY $224,000 LOCAL SALES  
TAX DOLLARS

The Proposition calls for the legal 
sale of beer and wine for off-prem-
ise consumption only. This will only 
allow beer and wine sales in grocery 
and convenience stores and by Tex-
as law will not allow package liquor 
sales, bars or nightclubs.  

The group asserts that Graham is 
losing valuable tax revenues when 
people drive out of town to buy 
beer & wine. “Grocery stores report 
for every $1 dollar lost in beer/wine 
sales, they lose an additional $3 in 
general sales. This can be as much 
as $25,000 to $150,000 per week in 
lost sales depending on size and 
store location,” said Mike Elmore, 
local resident and member of the 
group. 

“We are so excited about the 
tremendous local support of the 
petition effort. State law gives us 60 
days to circulate the petitions and 

we gathered more than enough in 
less than 19 days. People in Graham 
and JP 1 are ready to support keep-
ing our tax dollars at home,” said 
Elmore. “Studies show we could 
be losing nearly $224,000 a year in 
local sales tax revenues and nearly 
100 jobs. We need to support our 
grocery and convenience stores 
and keep these monies and jobs in 
Graham,” noted Elmore.  

KEEPING TAX DOLLARS AND 
BUSINESS LOCAL

 “Since the law changed in 2003 
regarding local control of alcohol 
sales, over 400 cities and com-
munities in Texas have changed 
their laws to balance the playing 

field and keep tax money locally 
supporting their local businesses. 
When people shop in Graham, we 
keep those revenues here support-
ing our local law enforcement, 
building our roads and other ser-
vices,” noted Shelly Hale, resident 
and new business owner. 

 “Graham citizens voted in 2012 
against allowing beer and wine 
sales in Graham. The opposition 
said that the tax revenues weren’t 
needed because Graham already 
had enough money. They said the 
tax money from alcohol sales isn’t 
really all that much and that crime 
and alcohol accidents would go up. 

Law enforcement officials from 
across Texas have started to weigh 
in on the effects of alcohol elec-
tions. From Dallas, to Lubbock to 
East Texas, sheriffs, police chiefs 
and former Prosecutors have gone 
on the record stating the effect of 
the alcohol election had little or no 
effect and some communities are 
reporting crime decreased. 

J.B. Smith of Smith County con-
tacted over 25 Texas cities who had 
voted wet in the last 5 to 10 years. “I 
contacted 28 communities and 25 
responded,” noted Sheriff Smith, 
“and asked each the same ques-
tion, “Did you have an increase 
in crime or litter in relation to the 
sale of alcohol?”. Every jurisdiction 
that responded said “No – some 
even reported crime went down.” 
Rockwall and Midlothian were two 

communities that stated crime 
actually decreased.

Boyd Richie, former 90th District 
and Young County Prosecutor in 
2012 said, “I served for 17 years as 
County Prosecutor, and prosecut-
ed many DWI’s, DUI’s, minors in 
possession, and know personally 
that many of the concerns of the 
opposition are just not accurate.” 

He went on to add, “the fact is 
crime does not go up after these 
elections, but I can tell you this, I’ve 
never prosecuted someone for a 
DWI for having a beer in their own 
living room.” 

TYLER – DUI’S AND ALCOHOL-
RELATED CRASHES ARE DOWN

Earlier this year, a Tyler TV 
station reported on the effect on 
DUIs and alcohol-related crashes 
one year after Tyler residents over-
whelming voted to allow on and 
off-premise alcohol sales. In May, 
KLTV reported, “According to data 
from the Tyler Police Department, 
alcohol-related crashes have gone 
down. In 2012, before the election, 
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You would think that 
with over 435 wet com-
munities to choose from 
Families for Graham’s 
Future – the PAC op-
posing the beer-wine 
vote in JP 1 and Graham 
could research what has 
happened 
in other 
Texas cities 
concerning 
crime and 
litter and 
whether or 
not sales 
tax increas-
es have 
outpaced 
or even re-
quired more 
law en-
forcement. 
Instead the 
group has 
used crime 
statistics 
from the 
National 
Prohibition 
group you 
would have 
thought 
went out of 
existence 
in 1933. In 
a recent 
postcard distributed in 
children’s goodie bags at 
a local church festival, the 
information claims of in-
creased crime were linked 
to a website for the Na-
tional Prohibition Party of 
America where the quotes 
and statistics are iden-
tical. The website states 
the information is from a 
“1998-99 study” and yet 
the site never states what 
study or even what state 
was researched. Calls to 

the Georgia sign ven-
dor listed as the contact 
person went unreturned. 
Other web-based research 
shows others have tried to 
find the original source of 
the claims as well.

“I think it’s bogus that 
Graham 
Dry keeps 
trotting 
out these 
fake facts 
and claims. 
Respected 
lawmen 
and police 
chiefs 
across Texas 
– and even 
a former 
Young 
County 
Prosecutor, 
has gone on 
the record 
saying 
crime and 
litter didn’t 
increase. 
Even the 
Dallas 
Morning 
News called 
these scare 
tactics 
myths,” 

noted Cheyenne Perkins, 
local resident. “We had 
former Young County 
DA Boyd Richie say that 
crime doesn’t go up, for-
mer Smith County Sheriff 
J.B. Smith said so, too 
and dozens of others. Yet 
Graham Dry insults the 
voters by using some out 
of state and unidentified 
crime study – that came 
from the National Prohi-
bition Party. We should 
trust real Texas lawmen 

and that’s why I’m voting 
FOR the Proposition,” 
noted Perkins.

THROCKMORTON CLAIM
Beer-wine opponents 

have recently made a 
claim about Throckmor-
ton County not having 
any fatal alcohol-re-
lated crashes. This is 
their example used to 
base the claim that ‘dry’ 
counties are better.  The 
only problem is there are 
barely 1600 people in the 
entire county prompting 
proponents to question 
the validity of the group’s 
claims. “One county of 
1600 people, that’s what 
they want to compare us 
to? Who are they kid-
ding? We have twice that 
many people at our home 
Steer football games on 
Friday night,” noted Mike 
Elmore, Treasurer of Gra-
ham Wet – It’s time com-
mittee. In fact, in 2006, 
the Lufkin Daily News 
did an extensive study of 
wet-dry counties. They 
reported, “Over the past 
five years, Texas counties 
that are completely dry 
have had more than three 
times the number of alco-
hol-related traffic deaths 
per capita than counties 
that are completely wet.”

TEXAS ALCOHOL 
FATALITIES – GOING DOWN

The final blow to 
the credibility of the 
opposition group’s claim 
may be the same source 
of information used by 
MADD (Mothers Against 
Drunk Driving). The 

National Highway Traffic 
and Safety Administration 
has been keeping track 
of alcohol fatality data 
for decades. According to 
their records, the number 
of alcohol related traffic 
fatalities has dropped 
15% since the Texas laws 
were changed in 2003. 
The number of deaths 
in 2002 was 1,771. But 
by 2012, the last year of 
reported, the number 
had fallen to 1,498 – or 
273 fewer fatalities. This 
came at a time when the 
Texas population had 
grown by more than four 
million people and over 
435 communities have 
now voted to expand local 
alcohol sales.

One reason for the 

drop could be that 
people driving shorter 
distances saves lives. A 
2001 study of 76 Texas 
communities that went 
from dry to wet done by 
Syracuse University, saw a 
decrease in their highway 
accidents and fatalities. 
They reported, “The 
sale of beer and wine 
may actually decrease 
expected accidents ... 
Apparently, the effect 
on alcohol related 
accidents of consumers 
driving shorter distances 
more than offsets the 
effect of any increase in 
consumption ... access 
to beer and wine is 
estimated to reduce 
the expected number 
of annual accidents 

by a substantial and 
statistically significant 
decrease from the average 
(number of accidents) per 
year.”

“I think the bottom line 
is the opposition doesn’t 
do their homework very 
well,” noted local number 
guru, Eric Clifton. “With 
technology today, it is 
very easy to find the 
real data that tells what 
has happened. Using 
Throckmorton is a 
farce. The real data says 
crime, litter and highway 
accidents don’t go up. All 
of this is confirmed by law 
enforcement and actual 
evidence. If crime and 
highway accidents are 
your issue, you need to 
vote FOR not against.”

Graham Dry Claims Mislead Voters
Bogus crime studies and beer barn claims debunked

“I think it’s 
bogus that 
Graham Dry 
keeps trotting 
out these 
fake facts and 
claims ... Even 
the Dallas 
Morning News 
called these 
scare tactics 
myths.”
–Cheyenne Perkins,  
local resident

During discussions 
in executive session in 
August, the Graham City 
Council was briefed by 
city staff and told that 
even if voters in Young 
J.P. #1 vote to allow beer 
and wine sales, it would 
not affect alcohol sales in 
the city limits of Graham 
which is wholly contained 
in the precinct. But be-
cause this was discussed 
in executive session, 
the issue could not be 
discussed publicly. So the 
next week, the city council 
was briefed again by city 
staff at the public portion 
of the council meeting 
where local media was 
present. Again, city staff 
reiterated the briefing 
papers presented by staff 
legal counsel claiming the 
election would not apply.  

MAYOR GOES PUBLIC – 
CITY KEEPS RECORDS 
SECRET

Mayor John Graham, 
a leader in the beer-wine 
opposition group, imme-
diately held a news con-
ference with Wichita Falls 
TV stations declaring the 
election would not count 
based on the 2012 Gra-
ham election. No attempt 
by the mayor was made to 
inform proponents of the 
proposition measure prior 
to the announcement 
leading some to wonder 
if this was official city 
business or an election 
gimmick.

However, a review of 
the Texas Election Code 
and documents prepared 
by the Texas Secretary 
of State show the law is 
quite clear and the elec-
tion would in fact apply 
to the City of Graham. 
Texas Election Code Sec. 
501.151(d) states the effect 
of a failed legalization 
election (such as was 
held in Graham in 2012), 
is that it has no effect in 
establishing a wet or dry 
status. The fact is Graham 
was already ‘dry’ before 

the election and remained 
‘dry’ afterwards.  

 In fact, in the docu-
ment prepared by the 
Texas Secretary of State 
for officials conducting 
local option elections that 
can be easily found on the 
agency’s website, use an 
exact example of a justice 
precinct and a city to ex-
plain this part of the law. 
The document states, “For 
example, if a city rejects a 
legalization proposition 
(Graham 2012) and the 
surrounding justice pre-
cinct (Young J.P. #1) later 
approves a legalization 
proposition, the sale of 
alcoholic beverages as set 
out in the proposition will 
be legalized within the city 
as well as all other parts of 
the justice precinct which 
had no prior local option 
status. The failure of a 
proposition to legalize the 
sale of alcoholic beverages 
has no prohibitory effect. 
(Graham and Young J.P. #1 
notations added)

“I just don’t know how 
the city staff could spend 
so much time research-
ing this issue and get it 
wrong when the answer 
was right in front of them 
the entire time,” noted 
Graham Wet – It’s Time 
treasurer, Mike Elmore. 
“Makes you wonder if this 
is politics or legitimate 
city policy, but what is 
worse, now the city says 
we can’t have a copy of 
the documents shown to 
the council at the public 
meeting.”

CITY DENIES OPEN  
RECORDS REQUEST

Immediately after the 
council’s public meet-
ing and the mayor’s TV 
interviews, proponent’s 
attorneys filed an official 
request for copies of the 
documents presented 
by the city attorney to 
the council which would 
have revealed what 
election the city attorney 
had based his opinion. 
The city refused to reveal 
the documents, claiming 
attorney-client privi-
lege, even though the 
documents were openly 
discussed in public just a 
few weeks prior.

“This doesn’t pass 
the smell test,” stated 
Elmore. “City staff – who 
are paid by the taxpaying 
citizens – don’t get to 
wave around a document 
that claims the election 
won’t count, the mayor 
holds a press conference, 
waving the document 
around, citing the info 
from staff and then the 
staff says ‘Oh, Sorry, but 
you (the public) can’t 
have copy of what you 
the taxpayers paid for.’ 
That’s just wrong and 
it smells like politics 
– not policy. But what 
can you expect? These 
are the same leaders 
that brought us higher 
property taxes to pay for 
the hospital district after 
declaring we didn’t need 
the tax money when we 
voted in 2012.”

Election Valid? Yes or No?
State says ‘YES.’ City claims documents  are secret. Voters want proof

“Makes you wonder if this is 
politics or legitimate city policy, 
but what is worse, now the city 
says we can’t have a copy of the 
documents shown to the council 
at the public meeting.”
–Mike Elmore, Graham Wet – It’s Time treasurer

OPEN 

RECORDS

DENIED

Graham Wet Committee 
submitted requests for 

documents from the Graham 
City Council. The city gave back 
a copy of the agenda (that was 

already on the web) but none of 
the documents relating to the 
memo from the city attorney 

discussed at the public meeting.
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there were 141, then in 
2013, the year after the 
election, there were 113. 
DUIs have also dropped. 
There were 369 in 2012, 
but in 2013 there were 
247 DUIs in Tyler.” Based 
on these numbers, Tyler’s 
DUIs have dropped 33% 
while alcohol-related 
crashes dropped 20%. 

In 2010, the Dallas 
Morning News surveyed 
officials in Duncanville, 
DeSoto and Lewisville 
and all reported “no 
increase in crime.” In the 
story, Kent Cagle, then 
City Manager of Duncan-
ville stated when asked 
about whether or not 
voting wet had been good 
for the city stated, “A good 
thing? No, I’d say it’s been 
a very good thing.”

In 2012, the Tyler 
Morning Telegraph got 
the same answer from 
police chiefs in Rusk and 
Jacksonville and in West 
Texas; the police chiefs of 
Plainview and Littlefield 
echoed the same senti-
ment.

Even the Lubbock 

Avalanche Journal did a 
story one year after their 
election in 2009, stating, 
“Remember one year 
ago when a portion of 
the Lubbock community 
thought Lubbock would 
be in ruins if it went wet? 
One year later we’re still 
standing. In fact, DWIs 

are actually down and 
crime statistics haven’t 
shown a major jump.”

In a report to the 
Lancaster City Council in 
2003, the Lancaster Police 
Department conducted 
their own study of area 
communities approving 
alcohol sales and re-
ported to their council, 
“The assertion that crime 
increases because of 
the availability or sale of 
packaged alcohol cannot 
be verified.”

Sheriff Smith summed 
it up, “I don’t care 
whether they vote “For” 
or “Against” the prop-
ositions. But they don’t 
need to be using crime or 
litter as a reason (to vote 
against) because it just 
doesn’t show it.”

No Crime Increase
Continued from pg. 1

Keep Your Tax Dollars
Continued from pg. 1

Now just two years later, 
we know just how wrong 
they were,” noted Brent 
Keathley, local resident.

Cisco and Eastland 
voted the same time as 
Graham. Cisco sales tax 
is up over 50%, Eastland 
more than $60,000 and 
Tyler, who voted at the 
same time, is up over $2 
million. DUI’s are down 
33% and alcohol-related 
crashes are down more 
than 20%. “It’s time 
Graham citizens were 
allowed to buy beer and 
wine in Graham,” stated 
Keathley.

Texas economist Ray 
Perryman conducted 
a study in 2008 of the 
economic impact these 
elections have on a com-
munity. “The alcoholic 
beverage industry is an 
important contributor to 
the state economy, sup-
porting some $36.6 billion 
in total annual spending 
and more than 300,000 
jobs,” noted Perryman in 
his report. 

The report released 
findings on the impact 
of alcohol sales on Texas 
towns based on popu-
lation. The U.S. Census 

Bureau estimates Young 
County’s population at 
approximately 18,400. 
Based on the calculations 
of a 25,000 population 
city, Graham as the coun-
ty seat has a potential 
economic impact could 
be approximately $ 9.6 
million in annual sales, 
nearly 100 new jobs, and 
over $ 224,469.00 in new 
sales tax revenues. This 
would represent an 8.3% 
increase from 2013 sales 
tax revenues. 

The group gathered 
more than 1200 signa-
tures of Young County 

Justice Precinct #1 which 
includes all of the City of 
Graham. The group hired 
Texas Petition Strategies 
of Arlington to conduct 
the petition and election 
effort. TPS has conducted 
over 277 petition efforts 
in 160 different Texas 
communities, with nearly 
83% of the efforts passing.  
John Hatch of TPS states, 
“We are proud of our 
efforts helping nearly 
100 Texas communities 
increase their sales tax 
revenues and lessen the 
need to raise property 
taxes.”

What happened 
in other cities

by Trish Franklin

Earlier this year over 
1,200 Young County and 
Graham residents signed 
a petition so all residents 
have the chance to cast 
a vote to support our 
local retail businesses.  
Having lived in Young 
County for over 70 years, 
as did my parents and 
grandparents, I have 
researched the issues 
and decided to vote 
“FOR” the Proposition 
and encourage all Young 
County JP 1 and Graham 
residents to do so as well.

LOST: JOBS AND REVENUE
Studies show that 

under our current sales 
law, Young County and 
Graham is losing to our 
neighbors as much as 
$9.6 million a year in lost 
sales.  This means we 
could be losing as much 
as $224,000 a year in local 
sales tax revenues.  These 
monies could be used to 
pay for road repairs and 
new road construction, 
water system needs, 
new parks and law 
enforcement.   By passing 
the Young County JP 1 
Proposition, we could not 
only recoup those lost 

sales and revenues but 
could help create nearly 
100 new jobs.

KEEPING ROADS SAFER
Studies show that 

dry communities are 
three times deadlier 
than wet communities.  
But we know being dry 
doesn’t mean that people 
aren’t drinking alcohol 
at home in Graham.  
Check the refrigerators 
– see any 6-packs or 
bottles of wine?  They 
may be consumed in 
Graham, but they weren’t 
purchased there.  No, 
they were purchased in 
New Castle or Bryson 
– driving right past 

my house every day.    
According to a 2001 study 
of Texas communities 
that voted to expand 
their alcohol sales status, 

shortening the distance 
people drove reduced 
the number of accidents.  
Since 2003, over 400 
Texas communities have 
voted ‘wet’.  Even though 
Texas gained more than 
4 million new people, 
the number of alcohol 
related highway fatalities 
has dropped 15%.

FINISH THE BALLOT
This ballot this year 

will be very long with 
a hotly contested US 
Senate and Governor’s 
race.  But the Young 
County JP 1 Beer-Wine 
Only Proposition will 
be the last issues on the 
ballot.  Even if you vote 
a ‘straight party ticket”, 
you still have to go to the 
bottom of the ballot in 
order to cast your vote to 
support Young County 
and Graham.

I urge all Young County 
and Graham voters to 
join me in voting to 
keep our tax dollars in 
Young County and make 
our roads safer by voting 
“FOR” the Young County 
and Graham Local Option 
Alcohol Proposition.

Young County residents...

Why voting for the Beer-Wine Proposition  
will be good for Graham and Young County

BY THE NUMBERS
Young JP 1 (Graham)

 $9,656,584
 95
 $224,469

Lost in annual spending 
– not just alcohol

Jobs potential 
jobs lost

Lost in local 
sales tax

Trish Franklin

“Remember one year ago when a 
portion of the Lubbock community 
thought Lubbock would be in ruins 
if it went wet? One year later we’re 
still standing. In fact, DWIs are 
actually down and crime statistics 
haven’t shown a major jump.”
–Lubbock Avalanche Journal story

Over 435 communities in Texas have voted 
to allow alcohol sales. What happened 
with tax revenue? Crime or litter?  

Lowering Property Taxes
“We had an election last November in Nash. Our 
sales tax is up 66% – almost $200,000 so far this 
year. We have had no increase in crime or litter 
and we just lowered property taxes for our citizens, 
thanks to the increase in revenue from beer and 
wine sales.”  
–Doug Bowers,  
Nash City Manager (former Texas Police Chief), Oct. 2014

Is Graham really ‘dry’?
“An election has no effect on determining ‘if’ 
people consume alcohol in your town. In a few 
minutes, people can now quite easily travel from 
one place to another to purchase alcohol. You are 
already paying the social costs of alcohol consump-
tion. The question is are you going to vote to realize 
the economic gain as well?”
–Dr. Ray Perryman,  
Spring 2009, Lubbock Press Conference

No Increase in Crime, Part I
Duncanville, DeSoto & Lewisville going ‘wet’ ...  
“All report no increase in crime.”
–Dallas Morning News (2010)

No Increase in Crime, Part II
“Our crime rate dealing with alcohol-related of-
fenses has either stayed static or gone down slight-
ly. All of our other crime rates that deal with family 
violence have stayed static or gone down slightly. 
Talking to police chiefs over the years who have 
gone through this before, this is a normal course of 
events. It doesn’t create the big increase in crime 
that people think it will.”
–Reece McDaniel, Jacksonville Police Chief, Feb. 2012

No Increase in Crime, Part III
“So far, we have not had the major problems that 
they were projecting for us. We have not really felt 
an impact from a crime point ... everything has 
remained basically stable.” 
–William Mull, Plainview Police Chief,  
Lubbock Avalanche Journal, April 26, 2009

No Increase in Crime, Part IV
Chief Joe Evans said the availability of beer and 
wine has helped cut down on the number of alco-
hol-related incidents. 
“I think part of it is the fact that they don’t have to 
drive to get their alcohol. Instead of driving 20, 30, 
40 miles to get alcohol, it’s convenient because they 
stop by their local store and do their drinking in the 
house.”
–Joe Evans, Rusk Police Chief,  
Tyler Morning Telegraph, 2012

Lubbock: Tax Revenue Up  
$10 Million 
“Our very conservative community weighed the 
issues, researched what had happened in other 
communities and overwhelmingly supported the 
effort. None of the ‘gloom and doom’ predictions 
by the Lubbock group opposing the vote came true. 
We’ve created over a thousand new jobs and our 
sales tax is up more than $10 million dollars.
–Eddie McBride,  
President Lubbock Chamber of Commerce

(The issue passed in 2009 with 64% voting “FOR”)

Want a sign to show your support?
Text “SIGN” to 67076.

Give us a sign...
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What Your Vote  
Means for the Young 

JP 1 Local Option Prop...

YOUNG JP 1 Local Option Prop also means...

Former Young County Prosecutor Speaks Out
“I served for 17 years as the 90th Judicial District and Young County Prosecutor, and 

prosecuted many DWIs, DUIs, minors in possession, and I know personally that many of 
the concerns of the opposition are just not accurate. The fact is crime does not go up after 
these elections, but I can tell you this, I’ve never prosecuted someone for a DWI for having 
a beer in their own living room.” 

–Boyd Richie, former 90th Judicial District and Young County Prosecutor

Where do they get this stuff? Throckmorton?
The opposition wants to compare us to Throckmorton Co. (pop. 1,641). That’s the only dry 

county in Texas they could find that has had no alcohol fatalities this year – that’s their proof dry 
is better. Who are they kidding? We have twice that many at our home Steer football games on 
Friday night. Here are real facts: according to the Lufkin Daily News study, Texas dry counties 
are three times deadlier than wet. I should know – I was run off the road by an intoxicated driver 
on Hwy 16. It’s time to stop sending people down dangerous highways where they could be hit by 
intoxicated drivers going 75 mph. When people don’t have to drive so far-you save lives-that’s the 
bottom line. I’m voting “For”.

–Mike Elmore, Graham resident

Dry for Sale – Not Consumption
Everyone knows that beer & wine is already here, Graham isn’t dry for 

consumption, it’s just dry for the sale – and we lose as much as $225,000 
per year. Let’s legalize it so we can keep our tax dollars at home working 
for us, instead of sending money out of town. Vote “For.”

–Cheyenne Perkins, Graham Resident

3rd Generation Young County Resident— 
Voting YES

I don’t understand how anyone can honestly say that Graham is better as a “dry” town – 
it’s not dry. If you looked in the refrigerators of Graham residents right now, would you find 
any six packs of beer or bottles of wine? Where did it come from – after all, Graham’s dry – 
no it’s not. I watch people from Graham drive right past my house every day going to Bryson 
and bringing it back home. Voting “FOR” the Beer-wine proposition will sure cut down on 
the traffic going past my house. 

–Trish Franklin, third generation Young County resident

Vote Yes

What happened in other 
cities that voted wet
Graham was one of only 2 cities to vote ‘no’ in 2012.  Several cit-
ies voted wet in 2012. Guess what happened? Sales tax went up 
and crime went down or unchanged. 
 

Sulphur Springs (2012) +11% +498,000
Tyler (2012) +14% +3.9 million
Cisco (2012) +34% +209,000
Lubbock (2009)  +22% +10.7 million
Plainview (2007) +12% +393,000
Lamesa (2011) +17% +226,000

$9.6M 

95 

$224,469

in annual spending – 
not just alcohol

more jobs for 
Young/Graham

in local
sales tax


